
CAMBRIAN PUBLIC SCHOOL

HOLIDAY HOMEWORK :
CLASS VIII
{ Do all the following activities in your
school holiday homework copy. }

Activity-1 :

Subtopic :Operations on rational numbers.

Description : Twenty caravans are
travelling across the desert one day
apart . The first caravan reached the oasis
and the camels drank half of the water in
the pool . On the second day, the second
caravan reached the oasis and the camel
drank one-third of the water that was left.
On the third day, the camels in the third
caravan drank one-quarter of the water
that was left . On the first day the pool
contained 1050m³ of water. How much
water was left after the 20th caravan
passed through.

HINT : Observe the pattern and calculate.



ACTIVITY-2 :

Subtopic : Addition and subtraction of
rational numbers.

Description: Write fractions in mixed form
and find out the hidden word.

1.   5/6 + 8/6                    2.   3/4 - 9/4

3.   -5/8 - 2/7                    4.   2/5 × -3/7 

5.    3/7 + (-6/11) + (-8/21) + 5/22

6.    -3 - 7/2                       7. -9/2 + 5/12

8. -1/12 - ( -4/9 )

ᶪ  ᶫ  ᶬ  ᶭ  ᶮ  ᶯ  ᶰ  ᶱ

ANSWERS :

A -1 ¹/²   I -⁶/³⁵     N -6 ¹/²       L 13/36
R 2 ¹/⁶    A -1 ¹/¹² O -125/462  T -51/56



ACTIVITY-3 : AREA OF PARALLELOGRAM =
( BASE × HEIGHT )

FIGURE ( i ) :

● Draw a parallelogram ABCD and cut it.

FIGURE ( ii ) :

● Fold ABCD such that DE is
perpendicular to AB.



FIGURE ( iii ) :

●  Cut triangle AED and paste along DEBC
      to get DEXC .

Ar ( ABCD) = Ar ( DEXC )
= EX * CX
= AB × DE
= BASE × HEIGHT

ACTIVITY-4 :

SUBTOPIC : Figures on the same base.

Description :

( i ) Construct a square and a rhombus on 
       the same base of 6 cm. How many 
       such rhombuses can be constructed? 



( ii ) Construct a parallelogram and 
        rectangle on the same base of 9 cm
        and between the same parallels. How
        many parallelograms can be drawn 
        on the same base and between the 
        same parallels ? 

ACTIVITY-5 :

SUBTOPIC : Construct the given sketch
using ruler and compass.

Description : Construct the following
sketch as per the given
dimensions.

1. A square of side 4 cm.
2. An equilateral triangle of side 4 cm.
3. A parallelogram of base 6 cm.
4. A rectangle of 6 cm × 4 cm.

ACTIVITY-6 :

SUBTOPIC : To locate various convex and
concave polygons by paper



folding. 

Description : Take a rectangular sheet of 
                        paper. Fold it in any way and
                        then unfold it. Draw a line on
                        the crease using a ruler and 
                        pencil. Repeat this process

7 more times. Mark the point
of intersection as A, B, C, D
and so on. Identify polygons
and identify whether they are
convex or concave.

ACTIVITY-7 :

SUBTOPIC : Angle sum property of a
concave quadrilateral.

Description : On a coloured sheet of paper
draw a convex quadrilateral ABCD. Cut out
the four angles and paste these cutouts
so that there is no gap between them and
write the observation.



Ɛ These activities will help you develop
different skills like - Thinking skills,

classification, observation,
Interpersonal skills, creativity,

accuracy, critical thinking and
many more .....

~ MATHEMATICS is not about
numbers, equations, computations,
or algorithms : it is about
UNDERSTANDING . So, try to
solve these questions and
utilize your precious time.

● THANK YOU. 


